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Necessary conditions for Pareto optimality in multiobjective programming with
subdifferentiable set functions are established in Theorem 12 of H. C. Lai and L. J.
 .Lin J. Math. Anal. Appl. 132, 1988, 558]571 . In this paper, we establish some
sufficient conditions under which a feasible solution of such a problem will be
Pareto optimal provided that a weaker convexity requirement is satisfied; for
 .instance I , r, u -convexity is assumed for both objective and constraint set
functions. Some duality models are also discussed. Wolfe-type and Mond]Weir-type
duality theorems are proved. Q 1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
The general theory for optimizing set functions was first developed by
w xMorris 28 . Several authors have recently been interested in the optimiza-
tion problem of set functions. For details, the readers are advised to
w xconsult 13]17, 27 . To relax convexity assumptions imposed in theorems
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on sufficient optimality conditions and duality, various generalized convex-
w xity notions have been proposed. In 34, 36 , Zalmai introduced the concept
of a differentiable r-convex function which is a generalization of the
convex set function, and proved some sufficient optimality and duality
w xtheorems for both single objective programming 34 and for multiobjective
w x w xprogramming 36 , both involving differentiable n-set functions. Preda 29
 .introduced a more general type of r-convexity, named generalized I , r -
convexity for n-set functions, which was defined by means of sublinear
w xfunctionals which satisfy certain convexity type conditions. In 12 , Jo et al.
 .defined generalized I , r, u -convexity, an extension of generalized
 . w xI.r -convexity defined by Preda 29 , and they established several suffi-
cient optimality conditions for multiobjective programming containing
w x  .differentiable n-set functions. Recently, Preda 30 also defined r, b -vex-
ity for n-set functions and considered some Mond]Weir-type duality
results. Several authors have recently shown interest in the optimization
involving differentiable n-set functions. For details, the readers are advised
w xto consult 1]4, 7, 11, 12, 18, 19, 29, 30, 34]37 .
w xIn this paper, we are motivated by Lai and Lin 15 to consider sufficient
optimality and duality for multiobjective programming involving subdiffer-
entiable set functions. Some definitions and notations are given in Section
2. In Section 3, we derive sufficient conditions under the assumption of a
 .particular form of I , r, u -convexity. Utilizing these sufficient conditions,
Wolfe-type and Mond]Weir-type dual problems are formulated and dual-
ity results are presented in Section 4.
2. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS
 .  .Let X, G, m be a finite atomless measure space with L X, G, m1
 .separable. For f g L X, G, m and V g G, the integral H f dm will be1 V
 :denoted by f , x , where x denotes the characteristic function of V,V V
 . w xand is regarded as an element of L X, G, m . Following Lai and Lin 16 ,`
 4   .4we call a sequence V s V j L j V l L a Morris sequence asso-n n n
 . w x  4ciated with V, L, l g G = G = 0, 1 , if there exist sequences V ;n
 4V _ L and L ; L _ V such thatn
x ªw* lx and x ªw* 1 y l x 2.1 .  .V V _ L L L_ Vn n
imply
x ªw* lx q 1 y l x , 2.2 .  .V j L j V l L . V Ln n
w*  .where ª denotes the weak* convergence of elements in L X, G, m .`
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w xDEFINITION 2.1 15 . A subfamily S of G is called con¨ex if for any
 . w x  4V,L, l g S = S = 0, 1 associated with a Morris sequence V in G,n
 4there exists a subsequence V such thatnk
 4V s V j L j V l L g S for all k . 2.3 .n n nk k k
w xDEFINITION 2.2 15 . A set function F: S ¬ R is called con¨ex on a
 . w xconvex subfamily S ; G if for any V, L, l g S = S = 0, 1 , there exists
 4a Morris sequence V in S such thatn
lim sup F V O lF V q 1 y l F L . 2.4 .  .  .  .  .n
nª`
w x  .DEFINITION 2.3 13 . An element f g L X, G, m is called a subgradient1
of a set function F: G ¬ R at V if it satisfies the inequality0
 :F V P F V q x y x , f for all V g G. 2.5 .  .  .0 V V 0
The set of all subgradients f of a set function F at V is denoted by0
 .  .­ F V and is called the subdifferential of F at V . If ­ F V / B, F is0 0 0
called subdifferentiable at V .0
Remark 2.1. Every convex real-valued set function is subdifferentiable
but the converse is not true.
w x  4DEFINITION 2.4 15 . A set function F: G ¬ R j ` with
Dom F s V g G ¬ F V is finite s S , 2.6 4 .  .
 .is called w*-lower -upper semicontinuous at V g S if
y` - F V O lim inf F V lim sup F V O F V - ` .  .  .  . /n n
nª` nª`
2.7 .
 4 w*for any sequence V ; S with x ª x .n V Vn
The function F is said to be w*-continuous at V if
F V s lim F V 2.8 .  .  .n
nª`
 4 w*for any sequence V ; S with x ª x .n V Vn
 .We will use the convention that F B s 0 and denote the weak*-closure
 4of S by S throughout. A set function F : G ¬ R j ` is said to be
proper if F / ` on G.
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 .DEFINITION 2.5. A functional I on G = G = L X, G, m is said to be1
sublinear with respect to its third argument if for any V, V g G,0
I V , V ; f q f O I V , V ; f q I V , V ; f .  .  .0 1 2 0 1 0 2
for any f , f g L X , G , m , 2.9 .  .1 2 1
and
I V , V ; a f s a I V , V ; f .  .0 0
for any a g R, a P 0, and f g L X , G , m . 2.10 .  .1
 .Now, we consider the notion of generalized I , r, u -convexity, an
 . w xextension of generalized I , r -convexity defined by Preda 29 , for nondif-
ferentiable set functions. Let us consider a sublinear functional I : G = G
 .= L X, G, m ¬ R and a set function F : G ¬ R. Let r g R and u : G =1
w .  .G ¬ R ' 0, ` such that u V, V / 0 if V / V . Throughout the paperq 0 0
we assume that the set functions are subdifferentiable. The following
definitions are essential in the paper.
 .  .DEFINITION 2.6. 1 The function F is said to be I , r, u -con¨ex at
 .V if for each V g G and f g ­ F V , we have0 0
F V y F V P I V , V ; f q ru V , V . 2.11 .  .  .  .  .0 0 0
 .  .2 The function F is said to be I , r, u -quasicon¨ ex at V if for0
 .each V g G and f g ­ F V ,0
F V O F V implies I V , V ; f O yru V , V . 2.12 .  .  .  .  .0 0 0
 .  .3 The function F is said to be Ponstein I , r, u -quasicon¨ ex at V0
 w x.  .cf. 33 if for each V g G and f g ­ F V ,0
F V - F V implies I V , V ; f O yru V , V . 2.13 .  .  .  .  .0 0 0
 .  .4 The function F is said to be I , r, u -pseudocon¨ ex at V if for0
 .each V g G and f g ­ F V ,0
I V , V ; f P yru V , V implies F V P F V . 2.14 .  .  .  .  .0 0 0
 .  .5 The function F is said to be strictly I , r, u -pseudocon¨ ex at V0
 .if for each V g G and f g ­ F V ,0
I V , V ; f P yru V , V implies F V ) F V . 2.15 .  .  .  .  .0 0 0
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Remark 2.2. In the above definition, if r G 0 and the functional
 .I: G = G = L X, G, m ¬ R is taken to be the special case,1
 :I V , V ; f s x y x , f , .0 V V 0
 .  .then I , r, u -convex is called I*, r, u -convex.
Remark 2.3. From Definition 2.6, it is easy to see that the following
implications hold:
 .  .  .  .a 1 « 2 « 3 ,
 .  .  .b 1 « 4 ,
 .  .  .c 5 « 4 .
Remark 2.4. Let F be a differentiable set function. If the set function
 .F is I*, r, u -convex at V with r s 0, then F becomes a convex set0
 w x.function at V cf. 7, Theorem 4.6 .0
3. SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS
 .In this section, we derive sufficient conditions for optima of P under
 . nthe assumption of a particular form of I , r, u -convexity. Let R be the
n-dimensional Euclidean space. Throughout the paper, the following con-
vention for vectors in R n will be adopted:
x ) y m x ) y for all i s 1, . . . , n;i i
x P y m x P y for all i s 1, . . . , n;i i
x G y m x G y for all i s 1, . . . , n , but x / y ;i i
x h y is the negation of x G y.
We now consider the following nondifferentiable multiobjective program-
ming problem as the primal problem:
P Minimize F V s F V , . . . , F V .  .  .  . .1 n
3.1 .subject to G V O 0, j s 1, 2, . . . , m , .j
V g S ,
where S is a subfamily of G, F : S ¬ R, i s 1, 2, . . . , n, and G : S ¬ R, ji j
s 1, 2, . . . , m.
 .Let H denote the set of all feasible solutions of P . We say that a
 .measurable set V* g H is a Pareto optimal solution of P if there is no
 .  .V g H to satisfy F V F F V* .
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w xIn 15 , Lai and Lin proved the following necessary optimality conditions
 .for P .
w x  .THEOREM 3.1 15, Theorem 12 . In problem P , let S be a con¨ex
subfamily of G and F , i s 1, . . . , n, G , j s 1, . . . , m, be proper con¨ex seti j
 .functions on G. Let V* be a Pareto optimal solution of problem P . Suppose
 4that for each i g 1, 2, . . . , n , there corresponds a V g S such thati
G V - 0, k s 1, 2, . . . , m .k i
F V - F V* , for j s 1, . . . , n , j / i .  .j i j
and assume that all functions F , . . . , F , G , . . . , G , except possibly one, are1 n 1 m
w*-continuous on S and that S contains a relati¨ e interior point. Then there
 U U . Uexist a* s a , . . . , a with a P 1, i s 1, 2, . . . , n, and l* s1 n i
 U U . ml , . . . , l in R such that1 m q
 :l*, G V* s 0 3.2 .  .
l* G 0 3.3 .
a* P e, 3.4 .
n m
U U0 g a ­ F V* q l ­ G V* q N V* , 3.5 .  .  .  . i i j j S
is1 js1
 . nwhere e s 1, 1, . . . , 1 in R and
:N V* s f g L X , G , m x y x , f O 0 for all V g S . 3.6 .  .  . 4S 1 V V*
In order to establish a theorem on sufficient conditions for a feasible
 .solution to be a Pareto optimal solution of P under the assumption of
 .I ,r, u -convexity of set functions, we first prove the following theorem.
 .THEOREM 3.2. Let F be a I*, r, u -con¨ex real-¨ alued set function at
V . Then F is con¨ex at V .0 0
 4 Proof. For any V, V g G, there is a Morris sequence V s V j0 n n
 .4L j V l V with V ; V_V and L ; V _V such thatn 0 n 0 n 0
x ªw* lx and x ªw* 1 y l x .V V _ V L V _ Vn 0 n 0
imply
w* w xx ª lx q 1 y l x , for any l g 0, 1 . 3.7 .  .V j L j V l V . V Vn n 0 0
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By assumption, we have
 :F V y F V P x y x , f q ru V , V 3.8 .  .  .  .0 V V 00
and
 :F V P x , f q ru V , B . 3.9 .  .  .0 V 00
 .  .Then, multiplying 3.8 by l ) 0 and adding the resulting inequality to
 .3.9 , we have
 :  :F V q l F V y F V P l x y x , f q x , f .  .  .0 0 V V V0 0
q r lu V , V q u V , B . 3.10 .  .  .0 0
 . w x  4Now, for V, V , l g G = G = 0, 1 , there is a Morris sequence V s0 n
  .4V j L j V l V , n s 1, 2, . . . as before, and for each n, we letn n 0
0 - l - l - 1 and satisfyn
rl u V , V O rlu V , V 3.11 .  .  .n n 0 0
and
lim sup rl u V , V s rlu V , V . 3.12 .  .  .n n 0 0
nª`
 .  .  .From 3.8 , 3.9 , and 3.11 , we have
F V s F V j L j V l V .  . .n n n 0
s F V j L j V l V y F V q F V y F B .  .  .  . .n n 0 0 0
P x y x , f q x , f :  :V j L j V l V . V Vn n 0 0 0
q r lu V , V q u V , B .  .n 0 0
 :P x y x , f q x , f :V j L j V l V . V Vn n 0 0 0
q r l u V , V q u V , B . .  .n n 0 0
We let e ) 0 be such thatn
F V s x , f q r l u V , V q u V , B q e , : .  .  .n V j L j V l V . n n 0 0 nn n 0
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 .  .  .where e ª 0 as n ª `. It follows from 3.7 , 3.12 , and 3.10 , the limitn
superior of the above expression gives
lim sup F V .n
nª`
s lx q 1 y l x , f q r lu V , V q u V , B : .  .  .V V 0 00
 :  :s l x y x , f q x , f q r lu V , V q u V , B .  .V V V 0 00 0
O l F V y F V q F V .  .  .0 0
s lF V q 1 y l F V .  .  .0
 .since F is I*, r, u -convex at V . This shows that F is also convex.0
Now, we come to one of our main theorems on sufficient criteria for
 .problem P under generalized convexity of set functions. Actually the
following theorem involves six results. Let aT be the transpose of the
vector a g R n. Thus, we have aTF s n a F .is1 i i
 .THEOREM 3.3 Sufficient Optimality Conditions . Let V* g H and as-
 .  .  .sume that V*, a*, and l* satisfy 3.2 ] 3.6 , and that I V, V*; yh P 0,
 .for each h g N V* , V g H. Assume furthermore that any one of theS
following sets of conditions holds:
 .  .  .1 F is I , r , u -con¨ex at V*, i s 1, . . . , n, G is I , r , u -con-i 1 i j 2 j
¨ex at V*, j s 1, . . . , m, and n aUr q m lUr P 0,is1 i 1 i js1 j 2 j
 . T T  .2 a* F q l* G is I , r, u -con¨ex at V* and r P 0,
 . T T  .3 a* F q l* G is Ponstein I , r, u -quasicon¨ ex at V* and r ) 0,
 . T  . T  .4 a* F is I , r , u -pseudocon¨ ex at V*, l* G is I , r , u -quasi-1 2
con¨ex at V*, and r q r P 0,1 2
 . T  . T  .5 a* F is I , r , u -quasicon¨ ex at V*, l* G is strictly I , r , u -1 2
pseudocon¨ ex at V*, and r q r P 0,1 2
 . T  . T6 a* F is Ponstein I , r , u -quasicon¨ex at V*, l* G is1
 .I , r , u -quasicon¨ ex at V*, and r q r ) 0.2 1 2
 .Then V* is a Pareto optimal solution of P .
 .  .  .Proof. By 3.5 , there exist f g ­ F V* , i s 1, . . . , n, g g ­ G V* , ji i j j
 .s 1, . . . , m, and h g N V* such thatS
n m





U UI V , V*; a f q l g q h s 0. 3.14 . i i j j /
is1 js1
 .If V* is not a Pareto optimum for problem P , then there exists V g H1
such that
F V O F V* , i s 1, 2, . . . , n , .  .i 1 i
F V - F V* , for some k / i . .  .k 1 k
Thus, we have
n n
U Ua F V - a F V* . 3.15 .  .  . i i 1 i i
is1 is1
 .  .  .From 3.1 , 3.3 , and 3.2 , we have
m m
U Ul G V O 0 s l G V* . 3.16 .  .  . j j 1 j j
js1 js1
 .  .Consequently, 3.15 and 3.16 yield
n m n m
U U U Ua F V q l G V - a F V* q l G V* . 3.17 .  .  .  .  .   i i 1 j j 1 i i j j
is1 js1 is1 js1
 .If hypothesis 1 holds,
F V y F V* P I V , V*; f q r u V , V* , i s 1, . . . , n , .  .  .  .i 1 i 1 i 1 i 1
3.18 .
G V y G V* P I V , V*; g q r u V , V* , j s 1, . . . , m. .  .  . .j 1 j 1 j 2 j 1
3.19 .
 . U  . UNow, multiplying 3.18 by a , 3.19 by l , and adding the resultingi j
inequalities, it follows from the sublinearity of I that
n m
U Ua F V q l G V .  . i i 1 j j 1
is1 js1
n m n m
U U U UP a F V* q l G V* q I V , V*; a f q l g .  .   i i j j 1 i i j j /
is1 js1 is1 js1
n m
U Uq a r q l r u V , V* . . i 1 i j 2 j 1 /
is1 js1
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 .  .  .From 3.17 , 3.13 , and I V , V*, yh P 0, we have1
n m
U U0 ) a r q l r u V , V* . i 1 i j 2 j 1 /
is1 js1
which contradicts the fact that n aUr q m lUr P 0.is1 i 1 i js1 j 2 j
 .  .If hypothesis 2 holds, 3.17 yields
n m
U UI V , V*; a f q l g q ru V , V* - 0. 3.20 .  . 1 i i j j 1 /
is1 js1
 .  .  .From 3.13 , 3.20 , and I V , V*, yh P 0, we obtain1
ru V , V* - 0 .1
which is a contradiction to the fact that r P 0.
 .  .If hypothesis 3 holds, 3.17 yields
n m
U UI V , V*; a f q l g O yru V , V* . 3.21 .  . 1 i i j j 1 /
is1 js1
 .  .  .From 3.13 , 3.21 , and I V , V*, yh P 0, we have1
ru V , V* O 0 .1
which contradicts the fact that r ) 0.
 .  . TIf hypothesis 4 holds, using the I , r , u -quasiconvexity of l* G, we2
 .get from 3.16
m
UI V , V*; l g O yr u V , V* . 3.22 .  .1 j j 2 1 /
js1
 .From 3.14 and the sublinearity of I , we obtain
n m
U UI V , V*; a f q I V , V*; l g q I V , V*; h P 0. . 1 i i 1 j j 1 /  /
is1 js1
3.23 .
 .  .Consequently, 3.22 and 3.23 yield
n





UI V , V*; a f q yr u V , V* P 0. 3.24 .  . .1 i i 2 1 /
is1
 . T  .Using the I , r , u -pseudoconvexity of a* F, we get from 3.151
n
UI V , V*; a f - yr u V , V* . 3.25 .  .1 i i 1 1 /
is1
 .  .Consequently, 3.24 and 3.25 yield
r q r u V , V* - 0 .  .1 2 1
 .which contradicts the fact that r q r P 0.1 2
 .  .  .Parts 5 and 6 follow along the lines of 4 . The proof is complete.
4. DUALITY THEOREMS
The result of Theorem 3.2 is used to formulate two dual problems of
 .  .both the Wolfe-type D under convexity and Mond]Weir-type D1 2
 .under generalized convexity for P as follows:
m
D Maximize F U q l G U e .  .  .1 j j
js1
m
s F U q l G U , . . . , .  .1 j j
js1
m
F U q l G U .  .n j j /
js1
subject to
l P 0, j s 1, . . . , m , U g S , 4.1 .j
n
a ) 0, i s 1, . . . , n , a s 1, 4.2 .i i
is1
n m
0 g a ­ F U q l ­ G U q N U ; 4.3 .  .  .  . i i j j S
is1 js1
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D Maximize F U s F U , . . . , F U .  .  .  . .2 1 n
subject to
m
l G U P 0, 4.4 .  . j j
js1
l P 0, j s 1, . . . , m , U g S , 4.5 .j
n
a ) 0, i s 1, . . . , n , a s 1, 4.6 .i i
is1
n m
0 g a ­ F U q l ­ G U q N U . 4.7 .  .  .  . i i j j S
is1 js1
We denote, respectively by K and K , the sets of feasible solutions of1 2
 .  .  .problems D and D . Then for the dual problem D , we have both1 2 1
weak duality and strong duality as follows.
 .  .THEOREM 4.1 Weak Duality . Let V g H, a , l, U g K , and1
 .I V, U, yh P 0. If any one of the following sets of conditions holds:
 .  .  .a F is I , r , u -con¨ex, i s 1, . . . , n, G is I , r , u -con¨ex, j si 1 i j 2 j
1, . . . , m, and n a r q m l r P 0,is1 i 1 i js1 j 2 j
 . T T  .b a F q l G is I , r, u -con¨ex and r P 0,
 . T T  .c a F q l G is Ponstein I , r, u -quasicon¨ ex and r ) 0,
then
m
F V g F U q l G U e. .  .  . j j
js1
 .  .Proof. Since a , l, U is a feasible solution for D , there exist f g1 i
 .  .  .­ F U , i s 1, . . . , n, g g ­ G U , j s 1, . . . , m, and h g N U such thati j j S
n m
a f q l g q h s 0. 4.8 . i i j j
is1 js1





F V F F U q l G U e .  .  . j j
js1
m




F V - F U q l G U , for at least one k . .  .  .k k j j
js1
 .  .  .From 4.2 , 3.1 , and 4.1 , we have
n m n m
a F V q l G V - a F U q l G U . 4.9 .  .  .  .  .   i i j j i i j j
is1 js1 is1 js1
 .If hypothesis a holds,
F V y F U P I V , U; f q r u V , U , i s 1, . . . , n , 4.10 .  .  .  .  .i i i 1 i
G V y G U P I V , U; g q r u V , U , j s 1, . . . , m. .  .  . .j j j 2 j
4.11 .
 .  .Now, multiplying 4.10 by a , 4.11 by l , and adding the resultingi j
inequalities, we get from the sublinearity of I ,
n m
a F V q l G V .  . i i j j
is1 js1
n m n m
P a F U q l G U q I V , U; a f q l g .  .   i i j j i i j j /
is1 js1 is1 js1
n m
q a r q l r u V , U . . i 1 i j 2 j /
is1 js1
 .  .  .From 4.9 , 4.8 , and I V, U, yh P 0, we have
n m
0 ) a r q l r u V , U . i 1 i j 2 j /
is1 js1
which is a contradiction to the fact that n a r q m l r P 0.is1 i 1 i js1 j 2 j
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 .  .  .Parts b and c follow along the same lines of a . The proof is
complete.
 .THEOREM 4.2 Strong Duality . In Theorems 3.1 and 4.1, let the func-
 .tions F , i s 1, 2, . . . , n, and G , j s 1, 2, . . . , m, be I*, r, u -con¨ex. As-i j
sume furthermore these functions satisfy the other conditions in Theorems 3.1
 .and 4.1. Suppose that V* is a Pareto optimal solution for P . Then there exist
 U U . U  U U .a* s a , . . . , a with a ) 0, i s 1, . . . , n, and l* s l , . . . , l with1 n i 1 m
U  .l P 0, j s 1, . . . , m, such that a*, l*, V* is a Pareto optimal solution forj
 .  .  .D and the optimal ¨alues of P and D are equal.1 1
 .Proof. Since F , i s 1, 2, . . . , n, and G , j s 1, 2, . . . , m, are I*, r, u -i j
convex, it follows from Theorem 3.2 that F , i s 1, 2, . . . , n, and G , j si j
1, 2, . . . , m, are convex set functions. By Theorem 3.1, there exist a* and
 .  .l* as specified above, such that a*, l*, V* is a feasible solution of D .1
 .  .If a*, l*, V* were not a Pareto optimal solution for D , then there1
 .would exist a , l, V g K such that1
m m




UF U q l G U ) F V* q l G V* , for at least one k ; .  .  .  . k j j k j j
js1 js1
m U  .however, since  l G V* s 0, this would contradict the weak dualityjs1 j j
 .  .Theorem 4.1. The optimal values of P and D are clearly equal at their1
respective Pareto optimal points.
 .Now we turn to study the duality model D and establish the following2
weak and strong duality theorems.
 .  .THEOREM 4.3 Weak Duality . Let V g H, a , l, U g K , and2
 .I V, U, yh P 0. If any one of the following sets of conditions holds:
 . T  . T  .a a F is I , r , u -pseudocon¨ ex, l G is I , r , u -quasicon¨ ex,1 2
and r q r P 0,1 2
 . T  . T  .b a F is I , r , u -quasicon¨ ex, l G is strictly I , r , u -pseudo-1 2
con¨ex, and r q r P 0,1 2
 . T  . T  .c a F is Ponstein I , r , u -quasicon¨ ex, l G is I , r , u -quasi-1 2
con¨ex, and r q r ) 0,1 2
then
F V g F U . .  .
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 .  .Proof. Since a , l, U is a feasible solution for D , there exist f g2 i
 .  .  .­ F U , i s 1, . . . , n, g g ­ G U , j s 1, . . . , m, and h g N U such thati j j S
n m




I V , U; a f q l g q h s 0. 4.12 . i i j j /
is1 js1
 .  .  .From 4.4 , 4.5 , and 3.1 , we obtain
m m
l G V O 0 O l G U . 4.13 .  .  . j j j j
js1 js1
 .  . TIf hypothesis a holds, using the I , r , u -quasiconvexity of l G, we2
 .get from 4.13
m
I V , U; l g O yr u V , U . 4.14 .  . j j 2 /
js1
 .From 4.12 and sublinearity of I , we obtain
n m
I V , U; a f q I V , U; l g q I V , U; h P 0. 4.15 .  . i i j j /  /
is1 js1
 .  .Consequently, 4.14 and 4.15 yield
n




I V , U; a f q yr u V , U P 0. 4.16 .  . . i i 2 /
is1
 .  .If F V F F U , then
F V O F U , i s 1, . . . , n , .  .i i
and




a F V - a F U . 4.17 .  .  . i i i i
is1 is1
 . T  .Using the I , r , u -pseudoconvexity of a F, we get from 4.171
n
I V , U; a f - yr u V , U . 4.18 .  . i i 1 /
is1
 .  .Consequently, 4.16 and 4.18 yield
r q r u V , U - 0 .  .1 2
 .which contradicts the fact that r q r P 0.1 2
 .  .  .Parts b and c follow along the lines of a .
 .THEOREM 4.4 Strong Duality . In Theorems 3.1 and 4.3, let the func-
 .tions F , i s 1, 2, . . . , n, and G , j s 1, 2, . . . , m, be I*, r, u -con¨ex. As-i j
sume furthermore these functions satisfy the other conditions in Theorems 3.1
 .and 4.3. Suppose that V* is a Pareto optimal solution for P . Then there exist
 U U . U  U U .a* s a , . . . , a with a ) 0, i s 1, . . . , n, and l* s l , . . . , l with1 n i 1 m
U  .l P 0, j s 1, . . . , m, such that a*, l*, V* is a Pareto optimal solution forj
 .  .  .D and the optimal ¨alues of P and D are equal.2 2
 .Proof. Since F , i s 1, 2, . . . , n, and G , j s 1, 2, . . . , m, are I*, r, u -i j
convex, it follows from Theorem 3.2 that F , i s 1, 2, . . . , n, and G , j si j
1, 2, . . . , m, are convex set functions. By Theorem 3.1, there exist a* and
 .  .l* as specified above, such that a*, l*, V* is a feasible solution of D .2
 .  .If a*, l*, V* were not a Pareto optimal solution for D , then there2
 .would exist a , l, V g K such that2
F U P F V* , i s 1, 2, . . . , n , .  .i i
and
F U ) F V* , for at least one k ; .  .k k
 .however, since V* is feasible for P , this would contradict the weak
 .  .duality Theorem 4.3. The optimal values of P and D are clearly equal2
at their respective Pareto optimal points.
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